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Abstract

The treatment of critical size peripheral nerve defects represents one of the most serious problems in neurosurgery. If the
gap size exceeds a certain limit, healing can’t be achieved. Connection mismatching may further reduce the clinical success.
The present study investigates how far specific surface structures support neurite outgrowth and by that may represent one
possibility to push distance limits that can be bridged. For this purpose, growth cone displacement of fluorescent
embryonic chicken spinal cord neurons was monitored using time-lapse video. In a first series of experiments, parallel
patterns of polyimide ridges of different geometry were created on planar silicon oxide surfaces. These channel-like
structures were evaluated with and without amorphous hydrogenated carbon (a-C:H) coating. In a next step, structured and
unstructured textile fibers were investigated. All planar surface materials (polyimide, silicon oxide and a-C:H) proved to be
biocompatible, i.e. had no adverse effect on nerve cultures and supported neurite outgrowth. Mean growth cone migration
velocity measured on 5 minute base was marginally affected by surface structuring. However, surface structure variability,
i.e. ridge height, width and inter-ridge spacing, significantly enhanced the resulting net velocity by guiding the growth cone
movement. Ridge height and inter-ridge distance affected the frequency of neurites crossing over ridges. Of the evaluated
dimensions ridge height, width, and inter-ridge distance of respectively 3, 10, and 10 mm maximally supported net axon
growth. Comparable artificial grooves, fabricated onto the surface of PET fibers by using an excimer laser, showed similar
positive effects. Our data may help to further optimize surface characteristics of artificial nerve conduits and bioelectronic
interfaces.
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Introduction

Due to nerve injury as result of accidents or tissue resections

nerve defects can be obtained which exceed a critical size that

spontaneously can be healed. Furthermore, connection mismatch-

es may strongly diminish the regeneration efficiency and life

quality improvement. Therefore, the control and guidance of

neurite outgrowth on material surfaces have become central topics

in biomedically oriented material science. Such parameters

strongly dictate the design of nerve regeneration supports such

as artificial nerve conduits and of bioelectronic interfaces.

In this respect, neurite growth cones can be steered using

intrinsic and extrinsic environmental factors. Diffusible [1] and

surface bound molecule gradients [2,3,4], chemical surface

patterning [5,6] or mechanical structures like pillars [7], micro-

machined steps, ridges or groove gratings at the (sub-)micrometer

scale are promising as guidance cues [8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15].

The reaction of nerve cells to topographical guidance cues

depends on the shape and dimensions of these cues. For instance,

neurite outgrowth was not affected by the presence of up to

400 nm deep grooves of 130 nm width and inter-groove spacing

[16]. In contrast, a single protein barrier of 250 nm height

represented an adequate barrier to constrict neurite outgrowth

[17]. Shallow grooves similar to those of Clark et al. [16] but with a

width of 1 mm influenced neurite outgrowth [18]. Also parallel

aligned electrospun fibers are known to direct neurite outgrowth

[19,20,21,22,23]. We assumed that a minimal certain inter-ridge

spacing (or groove width) must be present to not only force the

neurites to grow in a certain direction but to specifically steer

neurite outgrowth to a predefined target.

We aimed to prove that a topographical design of biomaterials

in the micrometer range can be defined to optimally promote

neurite outgrowth in a predefined direction. For this, we evaluated

the effects induced by ridges of 1.3 and 3.0 mm heights and by

varying width and inter-ridge spacing in the range of 5 to 100 mm.
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Promising groove parameters were thereafter evaluated on textile

fibers. We used time-lapse images made at 5 min intervals to trace

fluorescent chick embryonic neurite growth. Time-lapse imaging

allows analyses of growth dynamics, including the speed of

outgrowth and retraction, as well as periods of non-growth. We

could prove that micrometer channel-like structures sized at the 3–

10 mm range on planar substrates, as well as on fibers, are able to

optimally direct and improve net neurite outgrowth.

Materials and Methods

Substrate preparation
Planar substrates. Oxidized silicon wafers (Si/SiO2) were

spin-coated with polyimide films (PI). The film thickness was

controlled by adjusting the spin rotation speed. Standard

processing parameters (PI2610, HD Microsystems, USA) were

applied including final curing in an oven at 300 to 350uC for

30 min to complete the imidisation process. Subsequently, the PI

films were sputter-coated with a 200 nm thick aluminium layer

(Al) which was patterned by photolithographic techniques to

create a custom-made etch mask with the desired layout. This

pattern was then transferred into the PI films by oxygen plasma

etching for about 2 min. Finally, the Al mask was completely

removed by an appropriate dry etch step. As shown in Fig. 1, the

resulting PI structures consist of parallel ridges with equal ridge

widths and inter-ridge spaces of 5, 10, 25, 50 and 100 mm (termed

5-5, 10-10, 25-25, 50-50 and 100-100 in the following). These

ridges with heights of 1.360.2 mm and 3.060.2 mm form channel-

like structures on the SiO2 surface (termed SiO2-PI,). The

channels connect two reservoirs, i.e. polyimide-free planar SiO2

parts with an area of 1.561.5 mm2. Ten different channel arrays

with the above-mentioned dimensions were fabricated on the same

wafer. Individual chips were obtained by dicing the wafer after

complete processing. Non-structured PI and SiO2 surface areas

were used as reference and to investigate the effect of surface

chemistry on neurite behavior. Part of the SiO2-PI samples were

coated with a 40 nm thick layer of amorphous hydrogenated

carbon (a-C:H) as previously described [24]. Upon use for cell

culture, all samples were coated with 50 mg/mL poly-D-lysine

(Sigma Aldrich, CH) in 130 mM Na Borat solution (pH 8.4) for

18 hours at room temperature. Samples were subsequently

washed with phosphate buffered saline (PBS; 176.8 mM NaCl,

2.7 mM KCl, 1.47 mM KH2PO4, 8.1 mM Na2HPO4, all from

Fluka) and coated with laminin (75 mg/ml in PBS, Sigma) for 2 h

at 37uC. Samples were used for cell culture experiments within 4 h

of the coating procedure.

Textile fibers. Textile fibers were chosen according to

material, diameter, surface structure and applicability in experi-

ments (e.g. glass fibers could not be used due to low ductility).

Fibers made of polyethylenterephthalat (PET), polylactid (PLA),

the two polyamides (PA 6 and 6.6), triacetate (cellulose acetate,

CA) and viscose (cellulose, CV) with diameters between 16–21 mm

were chosen (for examples see Fig. 2). While the first four fiber

types exhibit nearly smooth surfaces, the latter two show

longitudinal structures of different dimensions (Fig. 2 A & D).

For evaluating effects caused by diameter and resultant curvature

of the surface, PET fibers with a diameter of 50 mm were used in

addition to the smaller ones. For fixing the fibers and to assure that

they do not cross each other, single fibers were fixed onto a Teflon

chamber by clamping them into holes using small Teflon pins. The

distance between the fibers was around 1 mm. Planar areas on the

Teflon holder were chosen as reference.

In a second step, it was investigated how artificially introduced

grooves affect (Fig. 2 C & F) neurite growth. PET fibers (50 mm

diameter) were structured using an ATL Atlex 193 nm excimer

laser in conjunction with an Optec Micromaster machining center.

The grooves were 10 mm wide and 3 cm long. For a depth of 2–

3 mm, a pulse repetition frequency of 100 Hz, fluence of

approximately 0.5 J/cm2 and a speed of 3 mm/s was selected to

produce each groove. For groove depths of 7 mm, the pulse

repetition frequency was increased to 200 Hz, fluence was kept

constant at 0.5 J/cm2 and speed was 1 mm/s. Each fiber was

rotated to form six equidistant grooves. A stainless steel mask with

a 0.1 mm64 mm aperture and a 10-fold optical demagnification

was used to produce the channels. Introducing artificial grooves by

an excimer laser resulted in grooves with an interior structure.

Wagner and Hoffmann [25] observed these ripple structures in

stretched PET. They noted that the orientation of the structure

was dictated by the orientation of stress in the material and not by

the direction of the channel which was perpendicular to the

stretching direction of the fiber. They stated also that amplitude

and period of structures depend on fluence as well as on number of

shots. Therefore the repetition rate, fluence and speed were varied

on our samples. However, ripple structures were present for both

chosen parameter sets.

Before starting the cell culture experiments, the Teflon chamber

with the clamped fibers was incubated twice in 70% ethanol for at

least 30 minutes with a vacuum plasma activation step in between

(2 minutes at 2–3 mbar and high RF level, PDC 32G, Harrick

Scientific Corp.). They were coated with poly-D-lysine and

laminin as described above.

Neuronal cell culture
Chicken eggs were incubated at 37uC for 70 h and, subse-

quently, spinal cord neurons of chicken embryos were transfected

in ovo with a modified RFP-plasmid vector pRFP-N1 (Clonetech,

USA) as previously described [26]. Briefly, the plasmid was

injected in ovo into the spinal cord channel followed by an

electroporation step (5 pulses with 25 V each for 50 ms, BTX

Electro Square Porator T820, Axon Lab AG) between stage HH

14 and 17 [27] while the embryo remained in the egg under

incubation conditions (37uC).

We also tested transfection of neurons after isolation. Here,

26106 dissociated neurons were transfected using the Amaxa

Nucleofector II with the Chicken Neuron Kit (Amaxa Biosystems).

A suspension of 26106 cells was centrifuged and the pellet

resuspended in 100 ml transfection solution mixed with 10 mg

plasmid. After transfection, the cell suspension was used for cell

aggregate preparation as described later. Since we didn’t see any

significant effect on neuronal behavior, we pooled the data of both

transfection methods.

The plasmid is used for ubiquitous expression of the red

fluorescence protein DsRed in order to visualize cells on the

opaque surfaces. The variant used contained 32 unknown point

mutations in the coding region of DsRed with the purpose of

minimizing the intracellular aggregation of the protein products.

The vector was kindly provided by Prof. J.-C. Perriard (Institute of

Cell Biology, ETHZ, CH).

Motoneurons were isolated 74 h (stage 28 according to

Hamburger and Hamilton [27]) after transfection as described

by Kuhn [28]. Briefly, isolated spinal cord sections were collected

in 4.5 ml PBS enriched with 5 g/l glucose and trypsinated by

addition of 0.5 ml 2.5% Trypsin (2.5% 106, Gibco). Enzyme

treatment was stopped by addition of 0.5 ml horse serum (Gibco).

Trypsin was removed by two centrifugation steps (14 min, 30 g,

20uC) followed by a resuspension of the cells in fresh culture

medium. For aggregate formation, 26106 cells in 4 ml spinal cord

cell culture medium were transferred into 25 ml Erlenmeyer flasks
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and incubated for 20 h on a gyratory shaker (HT, Infors AG,

Bottmingen, Switzerland) at 81 rpm under cell culture conditions

(37uC and 95% air/5% CO2). As cell culture medium we used

Modified Minimum Essential Medium, supplemented with 2 mM

glutamine, 5% heat-inactivated horse serum (all Invitrogen, CH),

2% chicken embryo extract, 1% nutrient mixture as described by

Sonderegger et al [29] and 10% muscle cell conditioned medium

(being the supernatant of embryonic chicken breast muscle

cultures kept for 124 hours in this medium). Subsequently, cell

reaggregates of optimal size (90–140 mm in diameter) were

obtained. Thereafter, approximately 20 reaggregates in 5 ml

medium were placed on the planar SiO2 surface of a chip near

Figure 1. Topographically structured surfaces. A: Schematic representation of a surface consisting of two planar areas and an area with parallel
ridges. Growth cones (black arrows) growing out from a reaggregate of spinal cord neurons (black circles, placed in one of the planar areas) into the
topographically structured area. The grey rectangle corresponds to the area shown in the images below; the black rectangle is the selected field for
live monitoring as shown in Fig. 2. B–L: SEM images of topographical structures, B 5-5; C 10-10; D 25-25; E 50-50 and F 100-100 (ridge width and inter-
ridge distance in mm). Structure height: B–F, 1.3 mm.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0050714.g001

Figure 2. SEM pictures of three particular fibers. Viscose (A, D), PET50 (B, E) and PET50/7 with laser induced grooves of 7 mm depth (C, F); scale
bar in A, B & C = 50 mm and in D, E, F = 5 mm. Inset in A shows the fiber holder. Fibers are spanned over the hole in the middle of the device and fixed
on the surface by Teflon plugs. Reaggregates are placed nearby the fibers on the coated Teflon planar surface.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0050714.g002
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the topographic structures or on the teflon holder close to the

fibers. The seeded reaggregates were incubated under cell culture

conditions overnight to optimize adherence to the substrate.

Seeded samples were later transferred into a sealed stainless steel

chamber with a glass top cover to allow image acquisition. The

chambers were perfused with oxygenated (95% air/5% CO2) cell

culture medium, placed on a confocal laser scanning microscope

stage (CLSM, Zeiss Axioplan 2 with LSM510 Scanning Module,

543/560 nm ex/em long pass filter) and heated to 37uC.

Subsequently live monitoring of neurite outgrowth of motor

neurons was performed [30]. Time lapse experiments were

conducted for 16 h and digital images were acquired at 5 min

intervals. We did not notice any laser induced effect on the

viability or neurite outgrowth.

Data collection and analysis
In order to describe and quantify growth cone behavior on the

various surfaces, sequential fluorescence time lapse images were

compared. The coordinates of selected growth cones were

manually marked in each individual image [4]. Dislocation of

the marked positions was analyzed using Visiometrics software

[30], whereby the trajectories of single growth cones were

generated in a semi-automated fashion (Fig. 3 B). Subsequently,

growth cone behavior and migration was described in terms of

velocity and direction as a function of each structure.

The following coefficients were defined:

v+: Mean growth cone forward migration velocity i.e. the mean

dislocation of the growth cone per measurement interval (i.e.

5 min, from image to image) omitting retractions and zero

velocities. For structured areas, the v+ value was calculated

starting from the time lapse images following the first growth cone-

ridge or growth cone-fiber contact.

The line perpendicular to the ridges was used as a reference line

separating negative, zero and positive velocities. On unstructured

surfaces, the line perpendicular to the line joining the first and the

last growth cone locations was used as reference (Fig. S1).

v2: Mean retraction velocity. v2 is identical to v+, but taking

only retractions into account and excluding zero velocities.

In case of textile fibers as substrate, interpretation of growth

perpendicular to fiber direction is very limited. Curvature distorts

the determination of growth cone dislocation. For estimating

forward and retracting velocity, only dislocations aligned along the

fiber direction (0u or 180u610u) expressed as v(0u) or v(180u)
where taken into account

%v+: The frequency of time lapse points (at 5 min intervals)

during which neurites protruded relative to the total number of

periods in which the neurites retracted or protruded.

vnet: Net growth cone dislocation per time unit (Dd in Fig. S1).

Net growth is defined by the location of the growth cone at time tr
(at the first contact with the ridge or the fibers) and at time tx (at

the last measured position, see Fig. S1). vnet (expressed in mm/h)

represents the mean effective (forward) velocity in the direction

parallel to the ridges (x-axis), the main direction on a planar

surface or the orientation of the fiber. In case of unstructured

surfaces the starting point is the first picture at which the growth

cone could be recognized. The vnet value is negatively affected by

retractions and migration in the y-axis thus lower than v+.

% crossing: A ridge crossing is defined by the location of the

growth cone at time tr (at the first contact with the ridge) and at

time tx (at the last measured position, see Fig. S1). A crossing

occurred if the value of Dr exceeds the width of a ridge. For the

percentage of crossing, the number of crossing growth cones is

divided by the total investigated neurites contacting the ridges.

a: The angle between the direction of the fiber and the vector

defined by the location of the growth cone at time t = i and of time

t = i+5 min. The direction of the fiber away from the reaggregates

is defined as zero degree. The possible angles from 0 to 360

degrees are divided in classes with 10 degrees-steps. The frequency

of occurring angles within each angle range was assessed.

The neurite growth on the different surfaces and fibers was

analyzed till the observation period (16 h) or growth ended, as

long as the growth cone was moving and as long as the growth

cone was clearly distinguishable from other structures or cells.

Only those neurons with growth cone trajectories of at least

160 min (planar surfaces) or 180 min (fibers) were included in the

present study.

Statistical analysis of the data obtained from at least 3

independent experiments was performed using the ANOVA test

with Bonferroni/Dunn multiple comparison analysis. In case of

planar silicon surface the number of experiments was taken as

independent and surface pattern type as dependent factor,

whereas in case of textile fibers experiment fiber type and material

were chosen as dependent and independent parameter, respec-

tively. P-values less than 0.05 were defined as significant. All data

are presented as mean 6 SD.

Results

In order to find best surface parameters for enhancing neurite

outgrowth into a particular direction, we analyzed the displace-

ment of growth cones using time lapse images (Fig. 3). In the first

experimental series, we evaluated channel-like structures com-

posed of SiO2 surface and PI ridges, with and without a-C:H

coating. In the second series growth on textile surfaces was

analyzed.

Figure 3. Fluorescent images and analysis of neurite out-
growth. A: Neurite outgrowth on a structured surface. The last picture
taken of a live monitoring experiment (left) and the obtained
trajectories (right) are shown. Neurites are growing from a single spinal
cord reaggregate placed on the planar part into the ridge area (inter-
ridge space 5 mm, ridge width 5 mm and ridge height 1.3 mm). B:
Pictures of neurons growing on unstructured (left) or structured (right)
PET fibers at different time points.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0050714.g003
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Neurite outgrowth on structured planar surfaces
In general, we found spinal cord neurons to be unaffected by the

a-C:H coating. They were morphologically indistinguishable (data

not shown).

Neurite growth occurred stepwise with periods of relatively slow

growth intercepted by bursts of rapid growth cone progression and

retraction (Fig. 4 A). By separating the different periods of forward

outgrowth and backward movement, we measured mean forward

velocities (v+), backward velocities (v2), frequency of growth cone

displacements in the forward direction (%v+) and net growth cone

displacement (vnet). We observed that these values were not

significantly affected by a-C:H coating and surface structures

(Fig. 4 B & C). The v+ values on the different surfaces were

typically in the range of 80 to 90 mm/h whereas the v2 values

were significantly lower in most cases (about 18% less than v+,

Fig. 5 A & B). We saw no significant difference in the velocities

with respect to surface structure dimensions (ridge height, ridge

width and spacing) and chemistry. Nonetheless, a tendency for

increased migration values (v+ and v2) appeared to be associated

with the inter-ridge distance of 10 mm compared to the other

structural variables. v+ and v2 values of over 100 mm/h have

been found in this case. The frequency of growth cone

displacements in the forward direction (%v+) on structured

surfaces was in all cases between 70 and 80%, regardless of

surface structure or chemistry (Fig. 5 A & B).

In addition to the growth velocity of the neurites, the exact

guiding of growth into a specific direction is important. Thus, we

analyzed what minimal height of the ridges and what channel

width size is needed to keep the neurites inside the same ‘‘channel’’

and so how effectively they were guided by them. All neurites

adjusted their growth trajectories when contacting ridge-structured

areas (Fig. 3 A). Neurite orientation became parallel to the

direction of the ridges and appeared to be confined to the channel-

like structure between the ridges. As a result, neurite branching

appeared to be strongly reduced, particularly where smaller inter-

ridge spacing was present. Most growth cones stayed in contact

with only one ridge. However, the tendency of the growth cones to

cross the ridges increased when reducing the ridge height from 3.0

to 1.3 mm and also when decreasing the inter-ridge distance from

100 to 5 mm. For a ridge height of 3 mm none of the monitored

growth cones crossed the ridges as long as the inter-ridge distance

was 10 mm or more (Fig. 6).

The vnet value was used as an indicator for the guiding effect,

i.e. how far the structures are able to organize the back and

forward movement into an effective forward movement. Here,

growth speed and directionality of growth are important. The vnet

values were approximately 50% of the corresponding values

obtained for v+ and v2 (Fig. 7). vnet was significantly higher on

structured SiO2-PI surfaces in comparison to planar reference

surfaces (SiO2 and PI), indicating a higher directionality of neurite

growth by the ridges. For instance, growth cone vnet values on the

surface area with 10-10 ridges were nearly twice the value of

neurites grown on unstructured SiO2 and PI surfaces (Fig. 7).

Neurite outgrowth on textile material
Stiff surfaces like SiO2 can hardly be implanted for supporting

nerve regeneration. The best option would be a flexible material

like textile fibers. As proof of concept, neurite growth was

monitored on textile fibers of comparable diameters (16–21 mm)

but different materials. As mentioned in the previous section, the

migration of the growth cone showed phases of forward

movement, absence of a clear dislocation and even backward

movement (see also movie S1).

In contrast to the evaluated planar structured surfaces, textile

fibers exhibit a curvature, which might distort the measured step

size of growth cone dislocation. This impedes the calculation of v+,

v2 or %v+. Thus, we focused on the growth velocity and

frequency of growth cone dislocations only in parallel forward

(0u610u; v(0u)) and backward (180u610u; v(180u)) direction with

respect to the fiber axis for investigating the guiding effect.

Figure 4. Neurite outgrowth on planar structured samples. A:
Changes in velocity of an exemplary neurite. Neurites generally grow
stepwise, with periods of relatively slow growth intercepted by bursts
of rapid growth cone progression. B & C: Histogram of the frequency
distribution of neurite outgrowth velocities on plane polyimide (PI) and
SiO2 (B) and structured SiO2-PI surfaces with 10 mm wide ridges
separated by an inter-ridge distance of 10 mm (C). The dislocation of the
neurite growth cone after each 5 minutes period was taken to calculate
the velocities. The velocities of all neurites measured on the mentioned
surface were pooled. Each bar represents the velocity frequency over an
interval of 25 mm/h. Below each bar only the upper velocity limit is
given. Note that 4 peak frequencies were found corresponding to the
velocity intervals: [(2100)–(275)], [(250)–(225)], [25–50] and [75–100]
(expressed in mm/h).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0050714.g004
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The frequency %v(0u) of growth steps in forward fiber direction

ranged between 27.2% for PES 50 and 48.2% on viscose, which

corresponds to a significant increase on all fibers compared to the

Figure 5. Comparison of growth cone outgrowth velocities
(v+), retraction velocities (v2) velocities and the frequency of
measured velocities being positive (%v+). Data are shown for
experiments on SiO2-PI surfaces with ridges of different height and
inter-ridge distances (A), on unstructured and structured surfaces with
different inter-ridge distances (B, data of 1.3 and 3.0 mm height ridges
pooled) and C on different structured or unstructured textile fibers and
the respective control. Note: Due to the curvature of textile fibers only
growth velocities along the axis of the fiber (0u610u; 180u610u) and the
frequency of growth into fiber direction (%v(0u)) were analyzed in C. PI
a-C:H and SiO2 a-C:H are planar polyimide and SiO2 surfaces coated with
a-C:H. Asterisks (*; p,0.05) indicate significant different v+ compared to
v2 on the same surface, rhomb (#) significant different %v(0u) to
control and a plus (+) significant different %v(0u) on fibers with grooves
to PET50.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0050714.g005

Figure 6. Percentage of neurites not crossing the ridges (data
of all experiments using SiO2-PI and a-C:H surfaces were
pooled). Values are based on behavior of 28 to 85 neurites. Note that
for a ridge height of 3 mm none of the monitored growth cones crossed
the ridges as far as the inter-ridge distance is 10 mm or more.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0050714.g006

Figure 7. Net migration velocity. A: Net growth cone dislocation
per time unit (vnet) on planar PI or SiO2 surfaces and SiO2-PI surfaces
with different ridge width and interridge distances, without or with a-
C:H coating (data of 1.3 and 3.0 mm high ridges were pooled); *: p,0.05
significant different from uncoated SiO2; #: p,0.05 significant different
from uncoated PI. B: Net outgrowth on the various fibers. *: p,0.05
significant different from control surface. #: p,0.05 significant different
from PET50.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0050714.g007
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control (14.7%; Fig. 5 C). However, the overall frequency %v+ of

steps into forward direction on planar control surfaces (69.1%) was

comparable to our results of the first experimental series on planar

surfaces (70 to 80%).

On most textile fibers (without additional surface patterning by

laser) v(0u) and v(180u) were slightly, but in no case significantly,

higher than on the control surface (Fig. 5 C). The v(0u) ranged

between 99.7 mm/h on control surfaces and 126.4 mm/h on PLA

and was thus slightly higher than on planar surface (95.2 mm/h).

The v(180u) were in most cases slightly lower and ranged between

71.2 mm/h (CT) and 76.8 mm/h (PET20) and also did not differ

significantly from the control (84.2 mm/h). v(180u) was always

slower than v(0u) (significant in the case of PLA and CT).

In order to analyze the effective guiding of growth cone

movement, we calculated the velocity vnet (Fig. 7 B). Neurites that

grew on planar control surfaces exhibited the lowest velocity

(vnet = 34.2 mm/h) followed by the PA6.6 fibers (39.7 mm/h).

PET20, PLA, PA6 and CT neurites showed similar vnet (50.0 to

61.6 mm/h). Net growth of neurites on CV was significantly faster

(61.5 mm/h), whereas net growth on PES 50 fibers was in the

similar range as the control (33.5 mm/h).

Effects of fiber diameter
As a next step we investigated the possible impact of the fiber

diameter on axonal growth. For this, neurite growth on PET fibers

of 20 and 50 mm diameter was compared. Again, we did not detect

significant differences in v(0u), v(180u), %v(0u) and vnet (Fig. 5 C,

Fig. 7 B). However, neurites tend to grow slower on larger

diameter PET fibers (v(0u): PET20 117.2 mm/h, PET50 99.7 mm/

h and control 95.2 mm/h; v(180u): PET20 111.1 mm/h, PET50

95.7 mm/h and control 84.2 mm/h). The %v(0u) and vnet tended

to be higher on fibers with smaller diameter (%v(0u) PET20 35.1%

vs. PET50 27.1%; vnet PET20 50.0 mm/h vs. PET50 33.5 mm/h;

Fig. 5 C & Fig. 7 B).

Effects of fiber surface substructure
We have shown before, that longitudinal surface structures on

planar surfaces are able to align neurites and to enhance the

effective growth velocity. Therefore, as a final step we investigated

how far guided growth on fibers can be improved by a grooved

textile fiber surface. For this PET50 fibers with longitudinal

grooves were fabricated (Fig. 2 C & F) using laser ablation.

Growth velocities (v(0u) & v (180u)) were again not affected by

surface substructure (Fig. 5 C). The increase in effectiveness of

guiding neurite growth by the grooves is evidenced by a groove

depth dependent increase %v(0u). This increase was significant

relative to fibers without groove in case of 7 mm deep grooves

(Fig. 7 C; see also movies S1 & S2 in comparison). This resulted in

a significant faster effective growth (vnet) in 7 mm deep grooves

(61.6 mm/h) and a tendency to faster growth in 3 mm deep grooves

(45.1 mm/h; PET50: 33.5 mm/h).

Discussion

The guiding of neurite growth for enhanced peripheral nerve

regeneration and neuroimplants bridging critical size defects is a

challenging topic of current neurobiology and medicine. In the

present study we show that surface structuring of planar and even

fiber surfaces are able to nearly double the net neurite outgrowth

per time unit. The present finding may help to enlarge the size of

the gap which can be bridged in vivo using conduits.

Neurite outgrowth
The growth of neurites out of chicken embryonic spinal cord

cell reaggregates were monitored by live imaging of fluorescent

cells. Neurites behaved similar as the ones described in earlier

studies [31]. Growth cones moved continuously but changed

direction and velocity. Usually a major axonal orientation has

been retained represented in around 70% movements in forward

direction. But growth cones varied between forward movement,

retraction and arresting around a position. Large differences

(nearly 10 fold) have been reported for the neurite outgrowth

velocities and all being lower than the velocity we measured here.

For instance for chicken embryo DRG outgrowth velocities values

between 4 and 63 mm/h on unstructured surfaces have been

reported [32,33], for rat DRG neurons 3 to 4 mm/h [34], for

embryonic rat hippocampal neurons between 4 and 30 mm/h

[35], [7], and for Xenopus spinal cord neurons between 14 and

70 mm/h [9,36]. The mean velocities (v+, v2, v(0u), v(180u))
measured in the present study were around 80 mm/h and, thus,

exceeding the range reported by others.

Theoretically, the difference in outgrowth velocities measured

may be due to differences in nerve cell types, substratum and

analyzing methods:

i) Differences in nerve cell types. For different types of nerve

cells similar broad velocity ranges were reported [7,9,32–36].

This suggests that the reported velocity differences are

primarily not due to differences in the final nerve cell

population that were investigated by the various research

teams.

ii) Differences in substratum or cultures medium. Our results

are consistent with previous studies, which show only

relatively small effects of surface chemistry on neurite

outgrowth [2,37]. This suggests that the velocity differences

can only partly be traced back on differences in coating

procedure or presence or absence of growth factors.

iii) Differences in measurement methodology. Measuring the

change in extent of nerve reaggregate or explant or the

increase in neurite length after days or weeks does not allow

to analyze growth dynamics [38,39,40] [7,41,42]. Analyzing

neuronal length at certain time points repeatedly gives more

accurate data on neurite outgrowth dynamics. Using time

lapse microscopy, various recent studies also analyzed neurite

outgrowth by sequentially comparing pictures of the same

neurite at regular time intervals ranging from 3 min [43] to

60 minutes [2,44,45]. Apparently there is a dependency of

growth velocity and length of measurement intervals. Lowest

values (4 to 5 mm/h) are found in studies using endpoint

assays after 24 or 48 h [34,46,47]. In time-lapse analysis with

6 h intervals an elongation rate of 16 mm/h for chicken

DRG neurons was reported [48]. Higher frame rates of 1 h

yielded values of about 60 mm/h were observed for Xenopus

spinal cord [49] or chicken DRG neurons [50]. For rat

hippocampal neurons the velocities measured were up to

20 mm/h [51], what is still fourfold higher than the values

calculated after 24 h in an endpoint assay [47]. Higher

temporal resolution (1 pict every 5 or 10 sec) revealed growth

rates of up to 193.2 mm/h (mean 77.4 mm/h) for Xenopus

neurons [52], which is in good agreement with the values

gained in our study.

We observed that neurites generally grew stepwise, with periods

of relatively slow growth intercepted by bursts of rapid growth

cone progression or retraction. Studies with low temporal
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resolutions cannot notice those dynamics and are, therefore,

misleading.

To show this, we calculated the net displacement (vnet), which is

comparable to an endpoint assay after 24 h to 48 h. We found that

vnet values were around half of the values found for v+ and v2,

thus, supporting our hypothesis.

The velocities found for outgrowth (v+) were around 18%

higher than for retraction (v2). Growth cone translocation velocity

is limited by the processes occurring within the growth cones.

Anderson and co-workers [43] mentioned that advancing growth

cones have more active filopodia than retracting rearward moving

ones. Furthermore, the process of filopodia and lamellipodia

protrusion and retraction depends among others on the rate of

polymerisation and depolymerisation of cytoskeletal elements, like

microtubules with a polymerisation rate exceeding the depoly-

merisation rate [53,54]. Latter phenomena may explain the

observed differences in v+ relative to v2.

a-C:H and polyimide as potential biocompatible coatings
Various coating materials have been shown to have promising

potential to be used for permanent implants. The potential of

diamond-like carbon (DLC) coatings in influencing the growth of

neurons was reported for embryonic chicken cerebral [55] and of

rat cortex neurons [56]. The more elastic a-C:H possesses similar

chemical and mechanical properties as DLC differing only in the

presence of hydrogen in the carbon matrix. We have previously

reported on the cytocompatibilty of a-C:H using rat bone marrow

cells [57]. Accordingly, the compatibility of a-C:H with nerve cells

was investigated in this study and is reported here, to the best of

our knowledge, for the first time in literature. We could show here

that the migration characteristics of nerve cells on a-C:H films

(planar and structured) were similar to those on the reference SiO2

surfaces. SiO2 surfaces in combination with a poly-D-lysine surface

treatment is known to support neurite outgrowth and to be

biocompatible [58]. In addition, polyimide was evaluated.

Polyimide has also been shown to be biologically inert and

biocompatible [59]. It is an insulating material and is getting more

and more attractive as flexible substrate for microelectronic, RFID

applications and microfluidics (e.g. [60]). In this study, we could

show that polyimide is not only cyto- but also biocompatible when

taking neurite outgrowth into consideration. Neurites behaved in a

similar way on planar polyimide and reference SiO2 surfaces. The

appearance of the cultures on both surfaces was indistinguishable.

This means that a-C:H and polyimide are interesting coatings for

neuroimplants enabling to protect electronic and other sensitive

parts for the aggressive biological environment.

Neurite guidance and net neurite outgrowth on
structured surfaces

For a support of neurite outgrowth by a material or conduit it is

important that the neurite branching is reduced, the outgrowth is

directed and the final location of single neurites can be defined. It

has been shown in various studies that grooves and ridges are

particular appropriate for steering neurite outgrowth and reducing

branching [61,62]. The groove and ridge dimensions play a

crucial role in modulating neurite outgrowth. There is still a need,

nonetheless, to define the precise dimensional characteristics

necessary for the optimal control of growth guidance. As expected,

the data obtained in this study strongly indicated that ridged

surface structuring resulted in adjusting the trajectories of neurite

growth almost upon contact. Spinal cord reaggregate neurites

changed their orientation parallel to the ridges and became

confined to the channel-like inter-ridge spaces. Additionally, the

ridge-like structures reduced neurite branching in line with other

studies [61,63,64]. We have demonstrated, however, that the

degree of alignment is strongly linked to ridge dimensions, as 3 mm

high ridges appeared to restrict neurite growth cone movement to

single channels. This finding is in agreement with a study by

Rajnicek et al. [9] showing that the percentage of hippocampal

neurites crossing the ridges was dramatically reduced by increasing

ridge height. According to their data about 70% of the neurites

crossed ridges with a height of 1.3 mm and only 35% ridges with a

height of 3.0 mm, with the remaining neurites growing in parallel

to the grooves [9]. A similar behavior has been observed for

embryonic chick cerebral neurons in case of steps [8]. The

phenomenon was even more pronounced on micromachined

grooved surfaces on which 1 mm deep grooves were without effect,

whereas 2 mm deep grooves provided strong alignment [65]. In

line with brain derived neurons, the alignment of neonatal rat

DRG in 10 mm wide and 3 mm deep grooves was increased from

76 to 92% by increasing the depth to 4 mm [37]. In the study

presented here, we could show for the first time that spinal cord

neurons not only behave in a similar way but that the impact of

the topographic structure is even more pronounced.

In addition to the role of ridge height, ridge width and inter-

ridge spacing are equally important in modulating neurite growth.

In this respect, ridge height and inter-ridge distance appear to

synergistically affect spinal cord neurite outgrowth. The presence

of such synergism is described by Rajnicek et al. [9], demonstrat-

ing that the growth orientation of embryonic rat hippocampal

neurites changed from perpendicular to parallel to the grooves by

increasing the groove depth (up to 1.1 mm) and width (up to 4 mm)

[9]. We have shown in this study that the frequency of the neurites

to cross the ridges was not only reduced by increasing the ridge

height from 1.3 to 3.0 mm, but also by increasing the inter-ridge

distance (Fig. 6). Summarizing our findings, we conclude that a

ridge height of 3.0 mm and an inter-ridge distance of 10 mm may

present an ideal combination for the design interfaces where the

guidance and modulation of single neurites is crucial.

Beside guidance of neurites for improving the accuracy of nerve

regeneration [66], also the net growth cone displacement is of key

importance. By measuring vnet instead of v+ or v2 on SiO2-PI

surfaces, 10–10 mm ridges were able to promote the outgrowth

significantly (by a factor of two) in analogy to the findings of [9]

and [62]. Furthermore, in vivo maximal neurite net displacement of

conditioned regenerating peripheral nerves between two fluorine

resin films was found to be 418 mm/day, corresponding to 17 mm/

h [67]. In the present study, on planar surfaces a comparable net

displacement was found on PI surfaces (25 mm/h). Thus, the

height of the ridges, inter-ridge distance as well as surface

chemistry seem not or only negligibly affect the outcome and the

functionality of the nerve cells but are able to significantly promote

effective (net) neurite outgrowth.

Textile fibers as a possible nerve guiding substrate
For supporting neuronal regeneration in the body, flexible

materials are to be preferred. Recently, various teams were able to

guide neuron outgrowth successfully by applying aligned fibers of

different materials as surfaces [20,21,22,23] or by sponges with

uniaxial pores building channels through the scaffold with pore

diameters of 20 to 50 mm [68] and 120 mm [69]. However, only

Lietz et al [70] optimized fibers surfaces with artificial micro-

structured to additionally enhance neurite growth. They found

triangular microgrooves of about 2–3 mm opening width and

6 mm depth to induce straight-lined neurite growth in contrast to a

trend for meandering growth on unstructured filaments.

In our time-lapse series we found neurites growing more

straight-line on fibers than on planar surfaces. This is presumably
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affected by the curvature and natural microstructures on the

surface. The bending stiffness of the cytoskeleton may limit growth

on substrates with high curvature [71] and, thus, induce growth

along the axis of fibers. A slight increase in vnet and %v(0u) in

smaller diameter supports this hypothesis.

Longitudinal topography, either natural (CV) or artificial,

enhanced the amount of growth cone dislocation into direction

of fiber axis significantly. Grooves width a depth of 7 mm

enhanced neuron guidance successfully. Grooves of lower depth

indeed tended to guide neurite growth, but values were not

significant. Our structures show a V-shaped with an opening of at

least twice the groove opening (i.e. 2–3 mm) employed by [70].

The slope of the channel walls may play here a crucial role.

Presumably, by increasing the depths the shape get less important

with the deeper the channels the more efficient the neurite

outgrowth guidance is.

Conclusions

We conclude that the neurite growth analyzing methods used

here are adequate for detailed analysis of neurite growth on

different materials. a-C:H and polyimide are biocompatible

coating materials. Furthermore, topographic structures in the

low micrometer range have a strong influence on the outgrowth

behavior of spinal cord neurons and may therefore be used to

optimize surfaces for directed neurite growth. Highest guiding

efficiency was achieved by topographical cues of 3 mm in height

and 10 mm inter-ridge distance. Moreover, these cues do not alter

nerve functionality taking outgrowth and retraction velocity as

quality index, but are able to promote net growth cone

displacement. The transfer of our findings on textile fibers

demonstrated a similar growth promoting effect, which might

lead to adapted nerve scaffolds with higher regeneration velocity

and possibly increase of nerve gap size that can be bridged.

Supporting Information

Figure S1 Schematic representation of the migration
behavior of two neurites (a) and (b). Neurite (a) does not and

(b) does contact the ridges during the time frame of the

experiment. In case of neurite (a) the vector Dd is defined by the

first and last picture of the experiment. In case of neurite (b) the

vector Dd is defined by the moment of contact and the last picture.

Dr defines in how far the neurite crossed the ridge(s). A neurite is

considered to cross the ridge if Dr exceeds the inter-ridge distance.

(DOCX)

Movie S1 Time lapse series of an exemplary experi-
ment with RFP-transfected neurites growing on an
unstructured PET50 fiber. The movie is showing 12 h of

growth with a picture taken every 5 min.

(MOV)

Movie S2 Time lapse series of an exemplary experi-
ment with RFP-transfected neurites growing on a
structured PET50/7 fiber. The movie is showing 12 h of

growth with a picture taken every 5 min.

(MOV)
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